BASEBALL NOT TO BE VARSITY SPORT DURING NEXT YEAR

Advisory Body Makes Awards To Crew, Track and Field Teams

APPROVE TRACK RECORDS

Straight T's Given to Members Of Varsity Crews

Events Of Senior Week Will Start Thursday, June 2

Examinations Over, Class of '27 Will Hold Week of Celebrations

As has been customary at Technology for several years, the work for the past year is to be reviewed with the aid of a series of cards showing a collection of the end of the year. Final examinations start on Thursday, June 2, and the annual class banquet will be held at the Grand Central Hotel on Friday, June 3. The Founders' Club for students will be announced at this time.

That the annual class banquet will be held at the Grand Central Hotel on Friday, June 3. The Founders' Club for students will be announced at this time.

M.I.T. A. ANNOUNCES TEAM MANAGERS

Arthur B. Murray '28 was appointed manager of track for the next season and William B. Thompson '28 was appointed manager of the field. The annual class banquet will be held at the Grand Central Hotel on Friday, June 3. The Founders' Club for students will be announced at this time.

LOWELL INSTITUTES GRADUATION TONIGHT

Graduation exercises for the largest class since the Lowell Institute last year, is being held in the evening. The Lowell Institute has been held on the regular courses, and fifty students graduated.

Professor Charles P. Ford, president of the Lowell Institute, delivered the exercises over the exercises, and Dr. Benjamin W. B. C. of the Lowell Institute, president of the Lowell Institute, delivered the exercises. Professor Edw. M. Tittman '29, the president of the Lowell Institute, will assist the exercises.

FRESHMAN CADETS WILL HOLD ANNUAL BATTALION REVIEW THIS AFTERNOON

New Colorimeter Makes Revolutionary Advance in the Measurement of Color

The colorimeter is the first instrument of its kind ever to appear, and the delicate shades which it can detect are often of importance in design. Professor Arthur C. Hardy '18, Professor of Chemistry at the Lowell Institute, has invented the instrument. The colorimeter is a sensitive instrument and is capable of detecting differences in color which were not detectable before.

CRITICISM ON SCIENCE EXAMINATION

A criticism on the science examination, which was held last week, will be held in the evening. The examination was given to the students of the Lowell Institute, and will be held in the evening.
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THE TECH

AS WE SEE THE MOVIES

STATE

"Redemption"—with Rul Le Royce and Delicious Dai Rara. It is not often that the movie version of a novel gains the slight resemblance to the original story. While "redemption" is no exception to this fact, nevertheless we must admit that the story is not very well told. The story is of a girl who pictures to clothe the story as Tolstoi covers his novel— but the moral has been so carefully edited and directed that the girl is not so excellently. Both Rul Le Royce and Delicious Dai Rara give unusually good performances and have to be proud of the result.

The stage offerings are distinctly better than the "Tolstoi Art" attempting to make up in volume what it lacks in quality, and the acting being of a distinctly noble flavor.

THE TREAT

"COLLEGIATE STUFF WANTED"

Of late there has been a large demand in the daily papers for what is termed "collegiate material" on the surface of things which none of the colleges are to get some truthfully, which they desire. There seems to be little possibility of the colleges being what one man was expelled after four years of undergraduate library having been taken by self-centered individuals and tangible points of honor which have been violated is the entire possession of a college. It would be unwise to have such people as these to lead the public on either in the case of an important matter.

Our professional honor should be growing in us each succeeding day, and we should be trying to make out there. What is the matter with the stronger student? Who said that an engineering education doesn't create an eye for beauty? Our most excellent, however, can not do without the help of an engineer. It is a rule that, in order to protect the sensitive nature of a college, the story of a thing doesn't carry the same weight. The Lounger has noticed that Harvard has dropped known from their football schedule. Probably the reason is that "seven men mass" playing a little too rough last season. Let us hope that "seven, eleven men" will be" as they consented.

order to protect the sensitive nature of the sports from the disgrace of defeat. Harvard has dropped known from their football schedule. Probably the reason is that "seven men mass" playing a little too rough last season. Let us hope that "seven, eleven men" will be...
I

well in the Boston College meet, Hinck be a follow through in this event also.
skehl and Seymour of Williams in the carried his good work on into the next round to meet Marsh of Wil-
inated only after a fast struggle which Playing Roberts of New Hampshire Bowdoin opponent with two 6-3 sets.
first match Hinck easily took his against Sass of Dartmouth was elim-
the team was Kuki, playing in the whichl is limited to three mea by the

BEAVERS AND TUFTS CLASH TODAY

Play Return Game With Jumbos At Medford In Final Game of Season

This afternoon at 4 o'clock the Beavers are to play their final baseball game of the season. The contest will be a return game with the Tufts College nine and is to take place at Med-
will give the Engineers an opportunity to redress the defeat they suffered in the early part of the season at the end of a 13 to 7 score. Again the outlook for a Beaver victory over the Jumbo team is not a probability. Bem has for this more especially the Cambridge squad attendant to its last

FROSH TRACK TEAM COMPLETES SEASON

Weekend In Field Events Hurt Chances of Squad

With a record of one victory and none defeat the freshman track team compiled a fairly successful season last weekend although the team showed unusual strength on the track it was handicapped by weakness in the field events. The outstanding member of the team was Captain Jeff whose usual forte is the mile and he put the quartette in every event and in addition to 12 miles he was forced to overcome some stiff opposition in doing so. He has been credited with some very fast races and is a good prospect for the

THE COOP

NOW---Straw Hat Time

Senit Straws, $3.00 and $3.50
Leghorn, $6.00 and $6.00; Panama, $6.00 and $6.00

HOW ABOUT SOME NEW SHIRTS AND HOSIE?

Men's Wear at The Cooper

GOING HOME or on a vacation?

Go part of the way BY SEA on an Eastern Steamship Line

Whether you live north, south, east, or west there is an Eastern Steamship Line to take you part or all of the way. Good food, good companionship, and plenty of time for rest.

Reasonable Rates

There are ten lines to serve you

Boston New York
Bostoin Boston
Harbor Line
New York
New York
New York
New York
Boston
Portland

For rates and reservations see Eastern Steamship Lines representa- representative at your favorite travel agency. One day's notice required. Boston Representative may be seen at 277 Boylston Street, in starting Friday, May 28th. Mail reservations to Eastern Steamship Line, 12 Milk Street, Boston.

MAKERS OF POWDERS SINCE 1802

Leadership

Leadership is measured by service. For nearly a century and a quar-
ter, the du Pont name has been associated with leadership in explosives manufac-

Paralleling the rapid growth of American industry, du Pont has developed explosives to meet new needs and solve new problems that industry might be served. Thus has it been the privilege of du Pont to contribute a share in the industrial expansion of the

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., Inc.
Exclusive Department
WASHINGTON, DELAWARE

Boston Portland
Colorimeter Is
Made by Physics
Professor Here

Color Measured Automatically,
Avoiding Errors of Human Eye

(Continued from Page 1)

by using a special tungsten filament lamp which gives an illumination fifty times more intense than that of sunlight. Water filters are used to prevent the light from reflecting into the sample vessels. In taking a reading, the sample, a magnetic paper, and photometric lamp are placed in an enclosure as the standard of comparison. Light absorbed from the reference and the magnesium carbons, acts upon a photoelectric cell in which it sets up an alternating current. This current is led to a vacuum tube amplifier which increases the power ten million billion times and automatically keeps the amount of light from the reference sample and the magnesium carbons balanced. The color of the sample is analyzed at each wave length of the spectrum and the record is measured by a pencil pointer over a revolving drum. The color of the sample is then compared to an edition of the color by means of which the individual shades may be reproduced as coloriads.

BASEBALL NEXT YEAR NOT VARIETY SPORT

Advisory Council on Athletics Makes Spring Awards

(Continued from Page 1)


NOTICES

OFFICIAL SENIORS

Members of the class of 1927 who desire to obtain their English themes may be reserved.

UNDERGRADUATE

FRESHMAN LEADERS

All freshmen leaders of the freshmen class are requested to attend the last meeting of the year which will be held at 11:30 on Friday afternoon at 1 o'clock. Steps will be taken to organize the class for next year.

CREW BANQUET

Tickets for the annual crew banquet which will be held Saturday night will be secured from any Crew Manager, or from 11 to 1 o'clock.

A. I. E. E. CONVENTION

All the Graduates and Seniors in Electrical Engineering Course, who wish to take advantage of the opportunity to attend the Pittsburgh Convention May 15 to 18, will notify Mr. W. N. Reynolds immediately that they expect to attend the examinations.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS

The Medical Department is desirous of making a physical examination every semester before he graduates and it is hoped that every Senior will avail himself of this opportunity to ascertain his physical condition. Appointments for this examination may be made in Room 53 of the Medical Department.

FRESHMAN ADVISORS

Men who have been asked to serve as freshman advisors this year and wish to do so should fill out and return their post cards at once.

WILL HAVE STUDENTS IN INDUSTRY GROUP

In order to give college men the opportunity to have first-hand contact with working men, and to make a comparison of college and other “Students in Industry” group will be held in Boston this summer, from June 27 to August 27. The work is under the auspices of the Student Department of the New York Central Association, and Mr. Charles C. Shatto, secretary of the Student Department, has charge of the Boston Group.

Students take jobs, ranging from common to skilled labor, and live practically the life of such men; however, there will be a few of the whole group every Monday to discuss personal experiences and ask questions. The salary for each month will be fairly low, and the wages the ordinary pay of a laborer.

“THE WALES”

by Lewis A. Morley

A brand new spring novelty at

with improved spring listing pat-

This shoe will do any job. It has no tickers and the sole is cushioned with rubber. The black sole is gummed.

Style 605 Tan

$13.75

Style 609 Black

Special 15% Discount to Tech students on all stock made at our own factory.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Clubs of the East

HOTEL ASTOR invites your patronage at the REUNION of THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY CLUBS

Friday and Saturday, June 10th and 11th, 1927

Room rates and restaurant prices are extremely moderate. Whether you want a single room or an elaborate suite you will find at this modern hotel the utmost in comfort.

Write early so that the best accommodations may be reserved.

How to start the Day Wrong

Gus Briggs

EVERYTHING'S RIGHT AND ROSY WHEN YOU DASH FOR THE MORNING SHOWER

AND YOu SpA-ModIC PIGTS OF QuEsTeX HAVE EVERYBODY STAR-ING AT YOU

AND FInAIY YOU COUgh THE BiG BOSS OUT OF HIS OFFICE BEFORE YOu CAN MENTIoN THE LItte RAise sOMe THiNG AwFUL

AND SO THE Day IS UTTERLY RUINED

If you must smoke, at least use a Cigarette that cuts down on the little cough... such an attractive new cigarette... the CIGARETTE OF THE YEAR... IT'S THE WALE, THE WALE is the BEST, the WALE is the SMOOTHEST... for... IT'S OLE GOLD... It's the Smoother Cigarette... not a cough in a carload

OLD GOLD

20 for 15 cents

Product of P. Lorillard Co., Inc., 1700